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Stress is often a mix of anxiety, 
depression, panic feelings, poor 
sleep, anger, low self-esteem, low 
self-confidence and poor 
wellbeing. It is very common, 
affecting about half of us over our 
lifetimes. 
Dr Jim White 

Preparing for the class 2 

What is stress? 

NOTE: This booklet also covers Session 1 

These booklets can only be used as part of a Stress Control® class 
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What is stress? 

The most common form of stress is a mix of anxiety (tension, nerves) and depression (feeling 

flat, sad). It often comes with sleep problems, loss of confidence, loss of self-esteem, panic 

feelings and anger/irritation. You may find yourself drinking too much or taking too many 

drugs or relying on medication too much as a way of coping. You may feel your nature has 

changed. Anxiety and depression are, for most of us, two sides of the same coin. Most of us 

have bits of both.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When does stress become a problem? 

Think of blood pressure. If you are alive, you have blood pressure. Same with stress – if you 

are alive, you will have stress. The only time you won’t have stress is when you don’t have 

blood pressure! When our blood pressure gets too high, we should do something about it. It 

is the same with stress. 

 

  If there is one word that sums up stress it is this: ‘overwhelmed’.  Everything just gets 

on top of you. You end up with the weight of the world on your shoulders. There isn’t 

a word called ‘whelmed’ but there should be. That’s what we are aiming for in Stress 

Control – to make you feel just ‘whelmed’. 
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Common signs of stress 

 

worry feeling panicky 

brooding feeling on edge 

Low self-confidence/esteem poor concentration 

poor sleep/tiredness unable to switch off 

feeling bad about yourself waiting for the worst to happen 

feeling hopeless tearful 

feeling irritable / angry eating/drinking too much 
 

Of course, there are many other signs. You will find out more at Session 1.  

 

“I go from being fairly happy-go-lucky to feeling I have 

the weight of the world on my shoulders. I know I am hard 

to be with when I’m like that. Normally, I try to be helpful 

and pleasant with my work mates. But when I’m like that, 

although I try to put a face on it, I’m sure I come over 

ratty and get annoyed over trivial stuff – stuff that I 

would not normally bother about. My friends have been great but they are 

fed-up with me as I never phone them or go out anymore.  

I can’t tell you the last time I felt like having a laugh. I feel a lot more tired 

than usual and once I get in from work, I tend to slump in front of the TV. 

My concentration is down the tubes. I feel so much guilt at not getting on 

with it because I’ve got nothing to complain about. There are a lot worse off 

than me.  
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Is stress a common problem?  

Right now, one in five of us has a stress problem – not a fit of the blues; not just going through 

a bad patch but a real problem that is makes us miserable and badly affects our day-to-day 

lives (and maybe the lives of those close to us too). This same figure – 1 in 5 - is found right 

across the world. This makes stress one the biggest problems in the world today. It also looks 

as if stress is a growing problem across the world. 

 

“I told my boss I was stressed out. She just about fell off her seat. She 

thought I was the most laid-back guy in the place. Yet inside, I feel I’m 

a nervous wreck” 

 

“A couple of weeks ago, Gerry, my neighbour, asked me what was 

wrong, that I wasn’t my usual self, that I seemed down in the dumps. 

I just burst into floods of tears. I never do that but it was like the 

dam bursting inside me and it all came out” 

 

  

Most people would rather have a "real" problem like a broken leg. At least with a broken leg, 

you know what caused it, you know how to mend it and you know that, in a few months’ time, 

you will be fine. Stress is not like this. It is often hard to say why you have stress, you may not 

know what to do to help and you don’t know how you will feel in a few months’ time. The 

causes of stress and the things that keep it going are complex. Giving yourself a good shake 

will do nothing to shift stress. Learning skills to fight back will. 
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Who gets stress? 

 

All of us. From the numbers above, it is clear that there is 

nothing special about people who get stress. The trouble is 

that we are good at putting on a mask to hide it. So, a lot of 

people you know may look fine on the outside but they feel 

a mess inside.  

 

“I should feel great just now. I’ve got no real problems in my life. 

Yet I’m pretty flat and don’t have any get-up-and-go. Just can’t be 

bothered; my concentration is all over the place and I can get really 

narky with my girlfriend for no reason and I don’t know why” 

 

“It's been one thing after another this year. My dad dying, all the 

changes at work, and my daughter has been ill on and off for months. 

I’m so stressed out with it all and I’m just not coping well with it at all” 

 

 

“The panic came on out of the blue. It felt like a cold wave 

crashing over my head. My heart was racing and the sweat was 

pouring off of me. I felt as if I was there but not there if you 

know what I mean. I was sure I was going to pass out. I know 

perfectly well that panics won't kill me or make me mad and that 

they will pass. But this common sense flies out the window as soon 

as the panic feeling hits me.  
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For most people, these problems go hand-in-hand. If you have one, the chances are high you 

will have the other. Try these questions. The first three are about anxiety; the last two, about 

depression: 

Over the last two weeks, have you: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Saying ‘yes’ to at least two out of three suggests anxiety is part of the picture. 

 

Over the last two weeks, have you: 

 

 

 

 

Two out of two suggests depression is part of the picture. 

See yourself here? Or think you could be going down that road? If so, you have come to the 

right class. 

  

Felt  nervous, anxious or on edge 

Found it hard to stop or control worrying? 

Do you find yourself avoiding places or activities  

and does this cause you problems? 

Often been bothered by feeling down, depressed or hopeless? 

Often been bothered by little interest or pleasure in doing things? 
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What causes stress? 

Many things can cause stress. Completing the ‘Know your enemy’ booklet might let you to 

work out what has caused yours. However, it is often hard to work out why you have stress. 

It is often caused by more than one thing. The best way to look at this is to think of: Mind 

Body Life. We are made up of three main parts: 

our attitudes, the way we think, our beliefs, emotions, actions, the good and 

bad things that may have happened to us, our coping skills, etc. 

 

what we are born with, e.g. genes, and how our bodies change throughout life 

due to, e.g. illnesses, medications, fitness, eating/drinking/smoking, etc. 

 

the wider world and how it affects us:  family, relationships, wealth/poverty, 

jobs, unemployment, social life, education, the kind of country we live in, etc. 

 

 

The best way to understand someone is to look at 

how these three aspects can affect each of us (and 

how they affect each other). The more problems in 

each area greatly increase our chances of having 

stress. The aim is to control and understand the 

things you can and recognise and accept what you 

can’t change. 

  

Mind

Life

Body

Mind 

Life 

Body 
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What keeps stress going? 

Don’t worry if you can’t see what started your stress as the things that cause stress may not 

be as important as the things that keep it going. After stress starts up, it can change you in all 

kinds of ways. It is these changes that then often feeds the stress and keeps it alive.  Once 

stress gets a grip: 

 

 

 

…. and, as a result, you feel overwhelmed with the weight of the world 

on your shoulders. 

You will reflect on these changes and feel yourself getting pulled down by 

them. The sense of control in your life weakens - instead of swimming over 

the waves, the waves now break over your head and all you can see are 

bigger waves on the horizon. You may feel it is all you can do to keep your 

head above the water.  

It is only common sense to see that once all of these things take a grip, they will cause your 

stress to blossom. So, as the causes of your stress fade from the picture, these changes will 

feed it and keep it alive. Put simply, once stress gets a grip of you, it keeps a grip. And it keeps 

this grip because it creates…… 

  

Self-confidence 
drops

Self-esteem 
drops

You feel threat 
from all sides

You doubt your 
ability to cope

You can't stop 
your mind racing

You start to 
avoid facing up 

to stress

Your body reacts 
easily to stress

You may feel 
your back is to 

the wall

You may feel 
stress brings out 
the worst in you

You feel you 
can't control 
your life.....
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The vicious circle 

Stress affects so many aspects of our lives, e.g. our body, our thoughts, our actions, etc. These 

now form a vicious circle that keeps stress alive. Your stressful body feed your stressed 

thoughts. Your stressful thoughts feed your stressful actions. And so on and so on. This how 

stress feeds itself and stays alive. The main thrust of Stress Control is to starve this vicious 

circle. And, in its place, build a positive circle that can let you control now and in the future. 

The front cover of all the booklets will now show how the vicious circle weakens and the 

positive circle strengthens as we go through the course.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The vicious circle 

The positive circle 
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How does Stress Control work? 

Stress Control is all about learning to become your own therapist. It does this by learning 

about stress; learning about stress affects you. Finally, you learn a range of skills for reducing 

that stress: 

 

By replacing the vicious circle with the positive circle, your self-confidence and self-esteem 

get a chance to build up. This, in turn, stops you feeling as easily overwhelmed and helps you 

feel more in control of your life and your future. 

 

The crucial thing is to hit the stress from two sides using the stress reduction skills, e.g. 

challenging thoughts, facing your fears while, at the same time, boosting your sense of 

wellbeing by, e.g. connecting with others, being more active, using mindful skills.  

 

 

 

The reason we do this is that while it is always good to reduce feelings of stress, this, in itself, 

does not always lead to feeling better. Some people just feel empty rather than well. By 

learning ways to boost wellbeing, we can be sure of achieving both less stress and feeling 

better. This is truly stress control. There is no magic cure - don't be impatient. Believe in 

yourself - it takes time to control stress. 

Stress skills Wellbeing skills 

Controlling 
your body

Controlling 
your thoughts

Controlling 
your actions

Controlling 
panicky 
feelings

Getting a 
good night's 

sleep

Boost your 
wellbeing

Tying it all 
together

Controlling 
your future
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Homework tasks 

This week, you have two tasks. These are the first steps to becoming your own therapist. 

These tasks are really important. If you feel it would help, think about talking to someone in 

your family or to a friend to see if they can help with this. Work on ‘Stress Control in nine 

words’: 

▪ Face your fears 

▪ Be more active 

▪ Boost your wellbeing 

 

What do these mean to you? What fears do you need to face? How could you be more 

active? How could you boost your wellbeing? 

Think of ways you could go about tackling them  

If you feel it would be helpful, ask others for their views  

 

 

Task 1: Describe your own vicious circle                   

 

You can work out what your own vicious circle 

looks like, e.g. write down how stress affects 

your body, thoughts, etc. It would be great if you 

could then think of ways to start to starve the 

circle and, so, start to build your positive circle. 

This is your first step in becoming your own 

therapist. 

Please keep coming back to this form and adding 

more ideas as they come to you. 
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                What could you do to help control your body?  

                  What could you do to help control your thoughts? 

                  What could you do to help control your actions? 
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                       What could you do to control your panicky feelings? 

                       What could you do to get a good night’s sleep? 

                       What could you do to boost your wellbeing? 
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Task 2: Stress Control in nine words 

We’ll look at these nine words in detail in Session 1. But, in the meantime: What do these 

mean to you? Think of ways you could go about tackling them  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Face your fears 

 

 

  Be more active 

 

Boost your wellbeing 


